Abstract. Restricted square-triangle tilings are tilings of regular squares and triangles where the number of vertex types has been limited to a subset of all possible vertex types. Such structures have recently been observed in several places: for example as strip phases in colloidal patterns on laser fields with pentagonal symmetry, and as square-pair-free tilings in patterns formed by dipolar magnetic binary colloidal mixtures. In general there are four vertex configurations: A (4 squares, 4 4 ), Z (6 triangles, 3 6 ), H (4 2 3 3 ), and S (43433). Strip phases belong to type AHZ, square-pair-free phases to SZ, standard inflation generated quasicrystals to HSZ, and unrestricted dodecagonal random tilings to AHSZ. We study several vertex type combinations and describe the properties of the patterns generated. AHZ tilings can be mapped to binary necklaces and classified completely. A similar mapping is possible for many HS tilings. Defect-free SZ tilings can be transformed into a triangle-square-hexagon (TSH) supertiling with matching rules. Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations are used to examine the properties of several classes of restricted tilings.
Introduction
Restricted square-triangle tilings are tilings of regular squares and triangles where the number of vertex types has been limited to a subset of all possible vertex types. Such structures have recently been observed in several places: as strip phases in colloidal patterns on laser fields with pentagonal symmetry [1] , and as square-pair-free tilings in patterns formed by dipolar magnetic binary colloidal mixtures [2] . The motivation for this work is the generation of square triangle tilings without square pairs. The article addresses three subjects: First we classify and count n-uniform square triangle tilings which consist of infinite strips with the help of a mapping to necklaces. Second we discuss triangle square hexagon tilings which are supertilings of the square triangle tilings without square pairs. Third we apply Monte-Carlo simulations to obtain square triangle tilings without (or with only a few) square pairs.
The tiling classes studied here will be abbreviated by the vertex types present in the tiling.
Square-triangle tiling classes. There are four vertex classes in square-triangle tilings which determine each a simple crystalline phase: A (4 squares, 4 4 ), Z (6 triangles, 3 6 ), H (4  2 3 3 ), and S (43433). The first step to other restricted tilings is to determine the possible combinations of vertices. The strongest restrictions apply to A: it cannot be combined with Z since they share no common tiles. A combination with S only is also impossible since it would require H vertices also. Thus there are no tilings of type AS, AZ or ASZ. The second important restriction is caused by the S vertex: without it is not possible for a sequence of squares or triangles only to terminate or to change direction. The consequence is that AHZ tilings (as well as AH and HZ tilings) have to form biinfinite strips of squares and triangles. HS tilings are special because all vertices have five-fold coordination number (also called degree in tiling theory). For this class strip and non-strip tilings exist. Inflation generated quasicrystals have coordination number 5.464 and belong to class HSZ. General random tilings contain all vertex types and belong to AHSZ. In the following we will limit our considerations to the AHZ, SZ and HS classes.
Tiling types and enumeration. The classification of tilings is a vivid subject in mathematics which is far from being completed (see for example [3] for a review). Here we are dealing with n-uniform tilings made of regular polygons. n-uniform means that there are n transitivity classes of vertices which might have the same shape but can be inequivalent. Archimedean tilings are 1-uniform and Archimedean-like tilings have n > 1. The most complete listing to date of n-uniform tilings is available at [4] . Proofs of the results can be found in [5] [6] [7] [8] . In crystallography the concept of transitivity classes of vertex types corresponds to Wyckoff positions.
AHZ and HS strip tilings
Necklaces. Strip phases can be mapped to binary necklaces defined as closed loops of black and white beads. For AHZ tilings the procedure is the following: Take a finite patch of squares with a width of one tile and orient along the y-axis. The length of the sequence will be called the period. Choose squares as desired and shear them to the right such that they form regular triangle pairs if an edge is added in place of the former diagonal. The pattern formed should be primitive, i.e. there should be no nontrivial subsequences which would lead to a shorter period. Now replicate the sequence parallel to the x-axis (such that the period is one edge length in this direction). The biinfinite sequences of squares and triangle pairs parallel to the x-axis are called rows. Several consecutive parallel rows with common properties may be subsumed as a strip. Each row of squares is now represented by black bead (or a 1) and each row of triangle pairs by a white bead (or a 0). The period of the pattern along the y-axis is the number of beads of the necklace. For the HS strip tilings the construction is a little bit more complicated: The first column is generate as before (see Fig. 4 for a necklace with sequence 11101010100011000), but then we have to add at the right side of the column a square to each triangle and a triangle pair to each square to ensure an allowed vertex type. The double column is now replicated parallel to the x-axis.
Many classes of necklaces have been listed in the online-encyclopedia of integer sequences (oeis) [9] together with references and deep mathematical results. We are interested in primitive necklaces which may be chiral or mirror-symmetric. In addition, HS strip tilings are color-symmetric if the second column can be mapped onto the first by a symmetry operation. Thus black and white beads can be exchanged. This is not the case for AHZ tilings since there square and triangle rows are inequivalent. AHZ tilings are counted by sequence A001371, HS strip tilings by A000029. The number of necklaces for the experimentally observed HZ strip phases with single black beads and single or double white beads are not listed in oeis: one necklace exists for each length up to 10 beads, except that there is no sequence with four beads.
Symmetries of strip tilings. All AHZ tilings have a mirror line along the direction of the sequence. Achiral necklaces possess a second mirror line perpendicular to the first. The lattice type is centered if the number of triangle rows is odd since the sequence is shifted by half an edge length when it repeats. Otherwise the lattice type is primitive. Thus the symmetries are pm, p2mm, cm or c2mm. For pm and cm the number of Wyckoff positions n is equal to the period l.
All HS strip tilings have primitive crystal lattices. Achiral necklaces possess a twofold rotation axis. A glide reflection line exists if the number of square rows is equal to the number of triangle rows. These symmetries can be combined to yield p1, p2, pg and p2gg. The number of Wyckoff positions is n ¼ l for p1, p2, and pg and n ¼ l=2 for p2gg.
Further results. Results for other tiling classes, the analysis of all tilings from [4] , the determination of the relevant sequences in oeis, the cosets of necklace types for all symmetries, and the counting of AHZ and HS tilings and TSH supertilings (see below) w.r.t. length, Wyckoff positions and plane groups are available from the author upon request.
SZ tilings and TSH supertilings
The number of small period SZ tilings seems to be rather restricted. Strip tilings do not exist and there are only five tilings in [4] . The lack of A and H vertices is equivalent to the absence of square-pairs. The connection between the centers of two squares sharing a vertex but no common edge will be called a superedge. If all possible combinations of S and Z vertices are enumerated and forced neighbor tiles are added we find that the superedges determine a supertiling made of triangles, squares and hexagons (TSH) which covers the original square triangle tiling without gaps (see Fig. 1 ).
It is easy to show that SZ tilings cannot been generated by all known standard inflation rules where vertices are replaced by touching dodecagons and the orientation of the hexagon within the dodecagon is determined in a specific way. The point is that two subsequent inflations lead to situations which would enforce square-pairs.
TSH supertilings possess matching rules. This can be demonstrated by replacing the straight superedges by broken lines (Fig. 1) and requiring the matching of the broken edges. Triangles fit to squares and hexagons, squares to squares, and hexagons to triangles and squares. Thus the most primitive tilings are made of squares (S) only or of triangles and hexagons (TH). There are four possible vertex types: squares only (4 4 , C), hexagons and triangles (3636, X), and vertices sharing all types of tiles (6434, V) and (6443, O). The number of restricted tiling classes is very low although the vertices can be combined in many ways: the O class does not exists, COX and OX form strip phases and beyond that there are only OV, COV, OVX and COVX tilings. Every tiling has to consist of all tiles, otherwise S or TH tilings are formed. From the study of vertex patches it is not obvious how to generate useful approximants, not to mention quasicrystals at all. The most useful approach seems to be MC simulations. Standard quasicrystals generated by inflation possess squarepairs which lead to defects in the supertiling. A good patch with few defects is shown in Fig. 2 .
TSH strip supertilings can be mapped to necklaces by assigning S rows to one color and TH rows to the other. The matching rules make the mapping unique: there has to be a transversal shift by one tile edge if the number of S rows between TH rows is even, the hexagons have to be in line if the number of S rows is odd. Since the S and TH rows are inequivalent there is no black-and-white symmetry and the counting sequence is the same as for AHZ tilings, namely A000029.
All tilings have a mirror line perpendicular to the strips. If the number of rows is even the lattice is primitive, otherwise centered. No other symmetry exists if the necklace is chiral. Thus the symmetries are pm and cm and n ¼ l S þ l TH Wyckoff positions exist for l S S rows and l TH TH rows. For achiral necklaces and an odd number of rows the symmetry is c2mm. There are n ¼ l S =2 þ l TH þ 1 Wyckoff positions for an even number of S rows and n ¼ ðl S þ 1Þ=2 þ l TH otherwise. The number of Wyckoff positions is more difficult to describe for achiral necklace with an even number of rows. The symmetry is p2mg and l ¼ n S =2 þ n TH þ 1 if the number of S and TH rows is even and a mirror line runs along an S edge and a glide line along an H edge. The symmetry is p2mm and the number of S and TH rows odd in all the other cases. If two mirror lines run both through S and H rows then l ¼ n S =2 þ n TH . If one mirror line runs through H rows and one through S rows then l ¼ n S =2 þ n TH þ 1.
Monte Carlo simulations of restricted square-triangle tilings
MC simulations of square-triangle tilings are more difficult than those for rhombus tilings [10] . The reason is the lack of a local update move. To change the tiling one has to generate pairs of rhombi first. The rhombi can then move through the tiling and annihilate finally. The procedure is called zipper update move, and can be carried out only in periodic approximants.
Program description. We have used Mark Oxborrow's zipper program to carry out Monte-Carlo simulations [11] . Two types of two-parameter starting configurations are provided: In the first case the program starts with a square lattice patch (A) of size D Â D which is then inflated I times. These are the "along" or "a" tilings. In the second case the starting point is an S tiling patch and the tilings are called "between" or "b" tilings. An ordinary random tiling is created if a zipper costs no energy. It can be shown that the zipper is ergodic in this case [10] . To simulate restricted square-triangle tilings we introduce positive or negative penalties for certain vertices or edge types [11] . A configuration which should not occur gets a positive energy of one unit, a favored configuration gets a negative energy. Sometimes it may be important to randomize the tiling at the beginning which means running the MC simulation without energy penalties. Otherwise the final configuration will be close to the initial state. 10 000 steps have been applied for randomization. The penalties are treated by the standard Metropolis algorithm: a zipper move is accepted if it improves the energy. The move is rejected if the energy times a weighting factor representing the inverse temperature is larger than a uniform random number between 0 and 1.
Biased A and Z vertices. All combinations of positive and negative penalties have been applied to A and Z vertices. There are, however, only two final configurations: the first with a large number of A vertices and an increased number of Z vertices, and the second with no A vertices, varying numbers of S and H vertices and a large number of Z vertices. The result depends only on the sum of the A and Z penalties, not on the values assigned to the vertex types separately. The result illustrates the restrictions imposed by the boundary conditions: for a specific approximant size there is a unique number of triangles and squares since their relative areas are irrational. The number of vertices is fixed at the same time, and applying Euler's law determines the number of edges also. Expressed with vertex type frequencies the two restrictions are:
The average coordination number is exactly twice the edge frequency. Eliminating f H and f S shows that the difference of A and Z must be constant: f Z À f A ¼ CN aver À 5. This equation explains the result obtained for different penalties since CN aver is larger than 5 for inflation generated approximants.
In general all MC simulations explore only configurations placed within a triangle determined by the two restrictions above. This is not a problem for random tiling simulations without penalties since they are ergodic, but introducing penalties further reduces the space explored and breaks ergodicity. Furthermore it is not possible to obtain a defect-free HS tiling by disfavoring A and Z vertices due to the CN restriction if the initial state is a standard inflation generated approximant.
SZ. The initial aim of the MC simulations were quasicrystalline tilings without square-pairs. For many configura- tions it is possible to reduce the number of square-pairs by rotating dodecagons. But it is usually not possible to achieve a defect-free tiling. Small defect-free "a" approximants with I ¼ 1 and 2 and "b" approximants with I ¼ 0 and 1 are known, while I ¼ 1 "a" approximants with odd D must have at least two defects for topological reasons (see Fig. 2 ). If the size of the tilings increases it becomes impossible to find defect-free ground states even if the simulation is carried out with slowly increasing squarepair penalties. The situation gets worse if the initial state is a general random tiling. If square-pairs are favored we find that the average number of "defects" increases like N=6 for N vertices. The maximum increases like 0.7N up to N % 550, then the slope changes to 0.4N. Figure 3 shows the number of defects as a function of energy bias.
The steady state for infinitely large penalties is reached already at about AE2 energy units. The transition from negative bias (square-pairs favor) to positive bias (squarepairs forbidden) is very sharp. The final configurations often contain microcrystalline blocks of supertiles as in Fig. 2 . None of them looks like a nice approximant.
HS. To generate defect-free HS tilings one has to start from S patches with I ¼ 0, "b" since the desired coordination number is five. All tilings generated up to now contain strips of H and S vertices (see Fig. 4 ), although we know from Ref. [4] that other tilings can exist.
Conclusion
We have studied restricted square-triangle tilings. The largest known list of uniform tilings has been evaluated and the crystallographic symmetries of the tilings have been determined. It could be shown that AHZ and HS strip tilings can be mapped to certain classes of binary necklaces. For square-pair free tilings a triangle-square-hexagon supertiling has been described. Both tilings are mutually locally derivable. MC simulations have been applied to generate larger approximants of several vertex classes. In contrast to the unrestricted case where the zipper move is ergodic this is not the case for restricted tilings. A solution might be to apply a growth algorithm [12] which can produce open clusters without restrictions.
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